EZ BUILD SYSTEM
YOUR COMPLETE 28MM MODULAR PIPE AND CONNECTOR SYSTEM

SAFETY INNOVATION IMPROVEMENT

ABOUT C TEK LEAN SOLUTIONS, INC.
For over 20 years, C Tek has provided lean material handling solutions across North America. With our high-quality materials and innovative design, we have worked across all industries to eliminate waste and drive efficient and safe environments for our customers.

LEAN INTELLIGENCE
This easily assembled system improves material flow to create a safe, more productive work place. These custom structures provide a strong solution to the ever-changing requirements for your production space.

SYSTEM EFFICIENCY
The EZ Build System is a steel, modular 28mm based pipe and connector system designed for maximum efficiency in all environments. Its professional design has a range of applications for lean improvement initiatives.

CONTINUOUS IMPROVEMENT
EZ BUILD CUSTOM APPLICATIONS INCLUDE:
- Ergonomic Transport Solutions
- Kanban Systems
- 5S Improvement Projects
- Tool Shadow Box Carts
- Information Signs
- Custom Flow Racks and Tables
- FIFO Inventory Control Units
- Manual Assembly Work Stations and Tables

NO CHARGE DESIGN SERVICE!

ASK ABOUT OUR
NO CHARGE DESIGN SERVICE!

NO CHARGE DESIGN SERVICE!

ALL EZ BUILD SYSTEMS ARE BUILT WITH A PROPERITY STEEL PIPE, COATED WITH AN ABS RESIN ON ITS EXTERIOR SURFACE AND AN ANTI-RUST INHIBITOR ON THE INTERIOR.

AVAILABLE IN A VARIETY OF COLORS, THIS COATED PIPE IS EASY TO CUT AND OFFERED AT COMPETITIVE PRICING. SYSTEMS ARE ALSO BUILT IN STAINLESS STEEL AND ESD COMPLIANT PIPE (WITH HIGH SURFACE RESISTANCE TO ABRASION).

WHY EZ BUILD?
- 28mm plastic resin coated pipe and connector system
- Pipe available in 1mm and 2mm options
- Extensive line product offering
- Compatible with most 28mm pipe systems
- Multicolored pipe available, including ESD compliant and stainless-steel options

888-611-1981 sales@ctekls.com www.ctekleansolutions.com